The problems of gossiping and broadcasting in one-way communication mode are investigated. Optimal algorithms for gossip problem are known only for the complete graphs, paths, some simple trees, and cycles. In this paper some lower bounds on gossiping in graphs with bridges or with edge disjoint cycles are proved. A direct consequence of these lower bounds are optimal gossip algorithms for some families of weak-connected graphs.
Introduction
In this paper we shall investigate the problem of dissemination of information in some weakconnected graphs. Assume each node (processor) in a graph G (computing network) has some piece of information. We shall study how e ciently information can be spread in G. Speci cally we consider the "gossip" problem and the "broadcast" problem investigated already in several papers (see, for instance BHMS90, BP88, BS72, EM89, ES79, FP80, HHL88, HMS72, HJM91, Kn75, KMPS91, LP88, RL88, St91] ). To solve a gossip problem for a graph G one has to nd such communications via undirected edges of G that after these communications each node of G has learned the cumulative message (all pieces of information originally distributed in all nodes of G). To solve the broadcast (accumulation) problem for a given graph G and a given node v of G one has to nd a communication strategy such that all nodes learn the piece of information residing in v (v learns the cumulative message of G).
The complexity of broadcasting, accumulation and gossiping can be measured in two ways. One way is to consider the number of all messages exchanged among the nodes. This message complexity has been investigated in early seventies (see, for example BS72, HMS72]), and we shall not deal with it here. A second complexity measure, which we address here, is the number of rounds (communication steps) required to complete the task. What can happen in one round depends on the communication mode used.
In this paper we shall investigate the one-way mode (also called the telegraph communication mode) and the two-way mode (also called the telephone communication mode). In these modes, in a single round, each node is active only via one of its adjacent edges and the communication is one-way and two-way respectively. One assumes that each node active as a sender sends via the given edge the whole information it knows in one round (i.e. there is no bound on the number of pieces of information submitted in one round via an edge). A survey of investigation of these two modes can be found in HHL88].
Let r(G) (r 0 (G)) denote the necessary and su cient number of rounds for gossiping in G in the one-way (two-way) mode. For a given G and a node v in G we denote b v (G) (b 0 v (G)) the complexity of broadcasting for v and G in the one-way (two-way) mode. We de ne b(G) = maxfb v (G)jv is a node in Gg and b 0 (G) = maxfb 0 v (G)jv is a node in Gg. One can easily see that b(G) = b 0 (G) for each graph G. We note that the accumulation ("census") problem has the same complexity as the broadcast problem (to solve the accumulation problem one can take the rounds of a broadcast algorithm in a reverse order with messages owing in the opposite direction), and so we will use no special notation for this complexity. We shall also use another measure for broadcasting. mb(G) = minfb v (G)jvis a node in Gg. We note that both measures for broadcasting were already used in literature, and to see a graph G, for which mb(G) essentialy di ers from b(G), one has to consider a longer chain.
There are only a few families of graphs for which the value r(G) is exactly (or at least approximatelly { r(G)+const) known. Obviously, r(P n ) = n+1 for n 3, where P n is the path (chain) of n nodes. For the complete graph K n of n vertices the upper bound on r(G n ) and the lower bound on r(G n ) di ers at most by 1 (depending on n) ES89, EM89]. Optimal gossip algorithms for some trees can be achieved by applying the results presented in BHMS90]. The last case for which r(G) is known is formulated in the next theorem. C n denote the cycle (ring) of n nodes. We note that the upper bound and the lower bound in (b) di er at most by 1.
The rst aim of our paper is to estimate the exact value of r(G) (in some cases also r 0 (G)) for some further families of graphs. To do it we shall use Theorem 1.1 and some lower bounds argument. In this way we obtain optimal gossip algorithms for some families of graphs which have at least one bridge or at least one cycle which is edge-disjoint to all other cycles in the graph.
The second aim of this paper is to continue in the investigation of the relationship between r(G) and mb(G). Obviously, r(G) 2mb(G) for each graph G (the gossip algorithms can be always constructed as the concatenation of the accumulation algorithm to a node v and the broadcasting algorithm from the node v). An interesting question is, for which graphs r(G) = 2mb(G), i.e.
for which graphs the optimal gossip algorithm is the simple concatenation of accumulation and broadcasting. Bagchi BHMS90] have shown that r(T) = 2mb(T) for any tree T. Here, we generalize the lower bound argument from BHMS90] to show such equality for some non-tree graphs (i.e. graphs with cycles).
Results
First, we give a general lower bounds on r(G) for G having a bridge. This lower bound relates r(G) to mb(G) and to broadcasting in the components of G.
Theorem 2.1: Let G be a graph with a bridge (v; u) whose removal (from G) divides G into two components G 1 and G 2 . Then (1) r(G) mb(G) + 1 + minfmb(G 1 ); mb(G 2 )g.
Proof: Let T be the time unit in which at least one node of G has learned the whole cumulative message (i.e., all pieces of information distributed in G), and no node of G knows the cumulative message in the time unit T ? 1 (i.e. after T ? 1 rounds). Let G = (V; E); G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ); G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ); u 2 V 1 ; v 2 V 2 ; and let V T be the set of all nodes that know the whole cumulative message after T rounds. We shall prove that either V T V 1 or V T V 2 .
Let us prove this fact by contradiction. Let there exist two nodes v 1 2 V 1 \ V T and v 2 2 V 2 \ V T . Since v 1 (v 2 ) knows all pieces of information distributed in G 2 (G 1 ) after T rounds, and the whole information exchange between G 1 andG 2 ows through the edge (v; u), the whole cumulative message has own through the edge (v; u) in the rst T rounds. So, the nodes v and u belong to V T . But this is impossible because when the last information exchange between u and v was from u(v) to v(u) in a round T 0 T then u(v) has learned the cumulative message already before this information exchange (i.e., before the round T). So, we have proved that either V T V 1 or V T V 2 . W.l.o.g. let us assume that V T V 1 . Since the nodes in V T V 1 know all pieces of information distributed in G 2 we have that the node v 2 V 2 must also know all pieces of information distributed in G 2 . Since v 6 2 V T v does not learn at least one piece of information distributed in G 1 in the rst T rounds. So, we need at least 1 + b v (G 2 ) rounds to distribute this piece of information in G 2 . Clearly, in case V T V 2 we need at least 1 + b u (G 1 ) rounds to nish the gossiping after T rounds. Since T mb(G) we obtain (1). 2
Now, let us show that Theorem 2.1 provides optimal lower bound for gossiping on some in nite class of graphs.
Let us consider two cycles R 1 and R 2 , each with n nodes, n even, connected by one edge (u; v) see Figure 2 ].
Figure 2
Clearly, mb(R 1 ) = mb(R 2 ) = n 2 , and mb(G) = n 2 + 1. So, applying (1) of Theorem 2.1 we obtain r(G) n + 2:
An optimal algorithm for gossiping concentrates rst the cumulative information in u in mb(G) = n 2 + 1 rounds and then it disseminates the cumulative message from u to all nodes in G in mb(G) rounds.
So, for two connected cycles of the same size we have proved r(G) = 2mb(G), i.e., we have found graphs di erent from trees with the property that gossiping is exactly two times harder than broadcasting. We note that Theorem 2.1 provides optimal lower bounds for r(G) of several further Sketch of the proof: Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 it can be proved that either V T V i for some i 2 f1; 2g or that V T = fv; ug. V T = fv; ug exactly in case when v and u make an information exchange in the T-th round. Proof: Let T be the time unit in which at least one node of F k has learned the cumulative message, and no node of F k knows the cumulative message in the time unit T ? 1. Let V T be the set of all nodes that know the cumulative message after T rounds. Now, let us consider the following cases which will be solved separately. This fact implies that also no node in S j6 =i V j has learned I i in the rst T rounds. This I i has to be distributed to all nodes in S j6 =i V j fv i g which requires at least 1 + k=2 + mb(G 1 ) rounds. Since T mb(F k ) we obtain (1 ) r(F k ) mb(F k ) + mb(G 1 ) + k=2 + 1. Now, let us assume v i 2 V T and there is a u 2 V T \ V i ? fv i g. From the same reasons as above v i must learn all pieces of information distributed in nodes S j6 =i V j before u does it. This implies that there is a piece of information I i originally distributed in V i ? fv i g which is unknown for v i (and also for all nodes in S j6 =i V j ) after T ? 1 rounds. Thus v i learns I i in the T-th round and v i must distribute I i to all nodes in S j6 =i V j , which implies the following lower bound on mb(F k ) (2 ) r(F k ) mb(F k ) + mb(G 1 ) + k=2. Since v m 6 = u d we obtain that v m has learned all pieces of information distributed in V m after T 0 < T rounds. Since v m 6 = u m we obtain that v m has learned all pieces of information distributed in S j6 =m V j after T < T rounds. Thus, we obtain that v m has learned the cumulative message after maxfT 0 ; Tg rounds. Since maxfT 0 ; Tg < T this is a contradiction.
3 Let V T fv 1 ; v 2 ; : : :; v k g. Let T i be the minimal number of rounds after that the node v i has learned all pieces of information distributed in S j6 =i V j . Let T M = maxfT i j1 i kg. Clearly, r(F k ) T M + mb(G 1 ) because there exists at least one m 2 f1; : : :; kg and at least one piece I 0 of information that no node in V m ? fv m g has learned I 0 after T M rounds. Now, let us prove a lower bound on the number of rounds T M by reducing this problem to gossiping in cycles.
Let T 0 be the rst round after which at least one v i 2 fv 1 ; : : :; v k g has learned all pieces of information distributed in V i . Thus, after the round T 0 no node v i 2 fv 1 ; : : :; v k g has learned the whole information distributed in V j for any j 6 = i.
Clearly, after T M rounds each cycle node v i , for 1 i k, has learned the cumulative message. So, some subset of mails made in the gossip algorithm for F k between the round T 0 + 1 and the round T M can be viewed as a gossip algorithm for the cycle C k with the nodes v 1 ; : : :v k . Therefore T M T 0 + r(C k ) mb(G 1 ) + r(C k ); because T 0 mb(G 1 ).
Since mb(F k ) dk=2e + maxfb v i (G i )j1 i kg = dk=2e + mb(G 1 ) we obtain (3 ) r(F k ) T M + mb(G 1 ) mb(F k ) + mb(G 1 ) + r(C k ) ? dk=2e. Now, it is su cient to take (1 ), (2 ), and (3 ), and since k=2 p 2k for any k 8 we obtain the lower bound (3) by applying Theorem 1.1. for gossiping on a cycle C k is used for gossiping the cumulative message to the vertices v 1 ; v 2 ; : : :; v k . Finally, each cycle-node v i sends the cumulative message to all nodes in V i .
So, the complexity of our algorithm is mb(G 1 ) + r(C k ) + mb(G 1 ) = mb(F k ) + mb(G 1 ) + d p 2ke ? 1 because mb(F k ) = k=2 + mb(G 1 ). 2
Note, that one can also directly formulate a version of Lemma 2.4 for odd k's.
Conclusion
We have found some further classes of graphs for which r(G) can be exactly estimated and/or r(G) = 2mb(G). One interesting problem is to try to estimate r(G) also for stronger connected graphs than those ones considered here. Especially important is to do it for some known computing networks. But this problem is really hard because we do not know optimal broadcast algorithms for most of them BP88, HHL88, HJM91, KMPS91, LP88, St91], and to estimate b(G) seems in most cases to be much easier than to estimate r(G).
Another interesting problem is to try to nd some graphs without bridges with the property r(G) = 2mb(G). A surprising candidate for this is the m-dimensional hypercube B m which represents a topology with very strong connections among nodes (the bisection of B m requires to remove 2 m?1 edges). All most e ective known gossip algorithms for B m use 2mb(G) = 2m rounds. If this task cannot be done better then there probably exists a deeper connection between the topology of a graph G and the property r(G) = 2mb(G) than the connection (based on simple partitioning of the graph) proposed here. To nd such relation between the topology of G and the equality r(G) = 2mb(G) may be of great interest.
